
         

International Programs Department 
 

• Course offerings and semesters when taught may change. 
• 1&2 means that courses are taught on both semesters. 
 
First semester (March - July) 
Second semester (August – December) 

 
Code Course Language Semester* Contact hours 
9994 Tópicos de la Literatura Argentina Contemporánea Spanish 1 & 2 68 
9930 Culture, Memory and Identity through Contemporary 

Argentine Audiovisual Expressions Spanish 1 68 

9937 International Marketing English 1 68 
9929 Latin America and The Cold War a Global History of 

Radical Ideas, Political Culture and State Repression English 1 68 

4362 Information for Managerial Decisions English 1 102 

9931 Origins and Development of the Peronist Movement in 
Argentina: History, Politics and Public Opinion English 1 & 2 68 

9934 Genocide and Human Rights in the 20th Century English 1 & 2 68 
9951 Latin American Literature in Context: History and Culture English 1 & 2 68 
9936 Populism in Comparative Perspective English 1 & 2 68 
4335 Consumer Behavior English 1 & 2 68 
9932 Current political issues of Latin America English 1 & 2 68 

9975 Dictatorship and Political Activism: The 1960s and 70s in 
the Southern Cone English 2 68 

9954 Culture and Civilization in Argentina English 2 68 
9952 Current Topics of Human Rights Through Film English 2 68 
4361 Career Management English 2 68 
3303 Decision theory English 2 68 

 Research Seminar in International Law English 2 68 
 Language and Cultural Identity - Intermediate level Spanish 2 68 

 

9994 – Topics in Contemporary Argentine Literature 

This course suggests an exploration of the different topics of the Argentine literature from century XIX until the present. 
The selected bibliography will cover eight main ideas, which will allow the students to acquire knowledge about different 
aspects of the Argentine culture and identity.  

1. The rewriting of century XIX in century XX. The foundation of an imaginary in the period of Rosas. 
Civilization and barbarism as general interpretative matrix. The foundation of a popular mythology like 
the gaucho life. The Europeanist utopia and its limits: immigration. 



2. Buenos Aires modernization: experience and technology, the subject in multitude, the shock. Esthetic 
avant-garde: the new as foundation, the formal experimentation. The city as territory of the new.  

3. The urban creolism: the foundation of a mythology for Buenos Aires. The margins of the city: look for a 
tradition, set up a tradition. From the gauchos to the working-class people: another mythologization of 
the popular. The cult to courage. Passages and tensions between the literate culture and the popular 
culture.  

4. Social exclusion, cultural exclusion: The promises of the meritocratic rise and its disappointment. 
Initiation and failure novel. Humiliation and evil: from Dostoievski to Nietzsche. The conflict of wisdom: 
its legitimation and disputes.  

5. The European myth in the Argentine imaginary: Buenos Aires /Paris. Late avant-garde: the second 
surrealism, onirism and fate. The popular world: the ambivalence of fascination and rejection. Variations 
of the popular, Peronism. 

6. Literature and politics: myths and reality. Conflicts of power: the military and the writer, a fight of 
wisdom. Narrations of the State and against the State. The body of Evita: the myth and its materialness. 

7. Popular culture: carnivalization and counter-power. The body of Evita: joy and madness. The 
mythological immaterialness to political and sexual materialization. Political subversion in literature.   

8. Versions of self, literary drifts. The reformulation of a memory: subject and narration. Tale and reflection, 
the deals of authenticity. An excessive literature.  

 

9930 - Culture, Memory and Identity through Contemporary Argentine Audiovisual Expressions 

Contemporary Argentine fiction and documentary film have grown in quantity and have evolved to include a broad range 
of models and formats. As a result, Argentine cinema has obtained, in the past few decades, a large number of prizes at 
international film festivals and is recognized and acclaimed by large audiences. 

As it happens with all artistic and cultural productions, in Argentine movies it is possible to find the imprint of ideas that 
resound in the contemporary Argentine society. Therefore, cinema offers an entrance door to debates about the 
construction of the cultural identity and memory of different social sectors.  

Argentine cinema deserves to be analyzed as an artistic object in its form and style, placing special emphasis on those 
elements that differentiate it from the hegemonic audiovisual structure. 

Therefore, the objective of this course is to explore the complex landscape of experiences that are proposed by Argentine 
film, not only through studying their themes and meanings, but also through reflecting on the constitution of their 
representation. 

 

9934 - Genocide and Human Rights in the 20th Century 

The twentieth century was marred by genocide. During the First World War, the Ottoman Empire began a planned and 
systematic extermination of its Armenian population. This genocide, which is, to this day, denied by some and less widely 
known than similar events, has become an archetypal case study, used by historians to understand this phenomenon. The 
impunity that followed the Armenian Genocide has been intimately linked to the Holocaust that was endured by the 
Jewish people during the Nazi occupation of Europe during the Second World War. After the German defeat in 1945, the 
Nuremberg trials were held, but genocide and human rights violations continued elsewhere. In Latin America, military 

https://www.utdt.edu/download.php?fname=_154532951861275000.pdf


dictatorships committed serious crimes against humanity during the 1970s and 1980s. Argentina, Chile and Guatemala, 
among other countries in Latin America, experienced a wave of forced disappearances. Regrettably, the term 
“disappeared” (patterned after the Spanish-language word desaparecido) became known throughout the world. The 
purpose of this course is to provide tools with which to analyze these historical cases from a universal and comparative 
perspective while exploring both their genocidal destruction and the forms of resistance and survival that affected 
populations engaged in. Human rights education can provide the tools to stop the scourge of genocide in the twenty-first 
century. 

9951 - Latin American Literature in Context: History and Culture 

Renowned 20th and 21st century Latin American writers, such as G. García Márquez, A. Carpentier, J. Rulfo, J.L. Borges 
and C. Aira are well known for their interest to produce a highly experimental literature that discontinued the classical 
structures and movements of European literature. In doing so their novels and short stories explore pivotal historical 
moments, key to understand the complex cultural fabric of Latin America: a) the ambivalent baroque scintillation of 
colonial times, b) the turmoil of the wars of Independence and the birth of the Nation/State, c) the liberal modernization, 
d) the social and revolutionary uprisings of the 20th century and the so called postmodernity and e) the cultural and 
financial squabbles of the 21st century.  Through the reading, analysis and discussion of a selection of novels and short 
stories, the course seeks to examine and evaluate the cultural history proposed by the texts. Special attention will be paid 
to the forms of representation of diverse social subjects, their economic relations and everyday life stories as well as to 
the material culture displayed by the texts. 

9936 – Populism in Comparative Perspective 

Capitalist liberal democracies, many claim, are facing a legitimacy crisis undercut by right- and left-populisms that are 
eroding the constitutional, right-based backbone of liberalism (think of countries as diverse as Hungary, Turkey, Russia, 
Poland, Greece, Venezuela, and Ecuador but also parties and movements such as Alternative für Deutschland, Freedom 
Party, Five Star Movement, Podemos, Le Front National, Party for Freedom, UKIP, Syriza, Golden Dawn and Trumpism). 
This class closely examines the idea of populism from a conceptual, historical and normative perspective. We will analyze, 
first, competing accounts of populism to assess whether political nationalisms of left and right orientations should fall 
under the same category of populism. Likewise, we will evaluate whether Latin American populisms of the mid 20th 
century and early 21st century are the same phenomenon as the US populism of the 1800s or the current populist wave 
around the world.  We will also consider if populism is an anti-systemic phenomenon, a kind of demagoguery, a style of 
politics or a political regime with specific economic policies attached. We will also discuss which are the distinctive features 
of populism (for instance, the we/them divide, the anti-elitism, the homogenous people, the moralist ideology, the value 
monism, the extraordinary leader, etc.).  

We will then turn to analyze the causes of present-day populism: Is the widespread surge of populist governments around 
the world a direct consequence of the economic failure of the neoliberal policies implemented by both the center-right 
and the center-left since the 1970s (deregulated financial flows, privatizations and increasing social inequality)? Or are 
these revolts symptomatic of a deeper conflict over values and identity that separate the social and cultural makeup of 
the supporters and voters for the left and right populist parties? What is the relation between the rise of populism and 
large-scale immigration (labor and refugees)?  

Finally, we will study some normative implications of populism: Is left populism more radical than right-wing populism? Is 
populism a demand for more or less democracy? Is populism set as a durable force that will intensify as automation and 

https://www.utdt.edu/download.php?fname=_154532962777587800.pdf


economic disruption unfold? Or is populism always associated to a crisis and is short-lived and episodic? Does the 
opposition to populism imply a preference for the center? 

4335 – Consumer Behavior 

Current approaches to business emphasize the importance of adopting a consumer focus. Marketing, in particular, is a 
customer-driven function that begins and ends with the consumer—from identifying customer needs to try to meet those 
needs and ensuring post-purchase satisfaction. While all of us are consumers, our intuitions about our behavior as well as 
that of others are often inaccurate. Have you ever wondered why we find ourselves frantically buying things we don’t 
really need? Or why we are so unwilling to order the same plate as our dining partner? Or why we start liking a product 
more after some time it has been launched? Or again, why do we eat more of a food product when it is packaged as a 
100-calorie portion? This course is designed to answer those questions and to introduce students to the evolving field of 
consumer behavior. We explore people’s behavior across a number of domains – from the cognitive biases that impact 
our daily decisions to the ways in which we are influenced by advertisements. 

The course will focus on 1) examining the theoretical bases of consumer behavior that will help businesspeople better 
understand why consumers behave a certain way, and 2) how to practically apply consumer-centered thinking to mapping 
and designing customer experiences that will help companies build and sustain their competitive advantage in the 
marketplace. 

By the end of this course, students should be able to:  

• Explain how consumer behavior relates to marketing decision-making  

• Describe the motivators for shopping behavior  

• Summarize the psychological and sociological theories influencing consumer behavior  

• Criticize business-driven strategies (vs. customer-driven strategies)  

• Apply customer experience mapping tools  

• Design data-driven superior customer experiences 

Course Evaluation  

Class participation (in-class activities, slack interactions, business case discussions) 15% Persuasion group project (in-class 
presentation) 15% Experience mapping group project (in-class presentation + report) 40% Final exam 30%  

 

Class participation  

The quality of your participation in class is reflective of your interest in the course and the amount of your preparedness 
for it. A good participation grade is possible only through consistent attendance and quality participation both in class and 
in our Slack workspace. 

The final exam will include multiple choice and short essay type questions. All course contents could potentially be covered 
in the exam including assigned readings that we discuss in class. 



9975 - Dictatorship and Political Activism: The 1960s and 70s in the Southern Cone 

The events of the 1960s and 70s in the Southern Cone (Chile, Argentina and Uruguay) had a strong and lasting impact on 
the politics and culture of the region.  This course aims to provide students with a solid understanding of the events of the 
period, specifically the effects of dictatorship and repression; experiences of leftist political activism; and the impact of 
exile, and their reflection through film, literature and the visual arts.  In addition to cultural and artistic output, students 
will also be introduced to theoretical readings and historical texts and documents.  The course will begin with a look at 
the historical and cultural context of the specific coups as well as leftist political activism (including the Tupamaros, MIR, 
Montoneros and ERP).  This includes the ideas that influenced these groups (Ernesto Guevara and Frantz Fanon, for 
instance) as well as comunicados and propaganda produced by the groups themselves.  We will then turn to literature, 
film and artwork produced under conditions of repression and censorship as well as acts and foci of resistance.  Finally, 
we will explore the topics of the politics of memory, intergenerational memory, and the connection with current events, 
such as recent crimes against humanity cases, and the impact of the events of these decades in the present.  

9954 - Culture and Civilization in Argentina 

This course focuses on six key moments in Argentine culture. First, it will study the construction of national identity and 
dichotomy between civilization and barbarism, which was fomulated in 19th Century canonic texts such as Martín Fierro 
by José Hernández, “El matadero,” and Facundo by Sarmiento and later echoed in Borges’ stories of the 20th Century. It 
will read the literary vanguard of the 1920s (Oliverio Girondo, Alfonsina Storni, Jorge Luis Borges, Roberto Arlt) in parallel 
with the beginning of psychoanalysis and the political commitment of the third cinema. Then, the course will look at the 
Peronist movement, which not only signals the incorporation of the masses into democratic life but also re-signifies the 
very notion of culture as popular. It will analyze the place that the myths of Eva Perón and Che Guevara hold in the national 
discourse. The course will study the mid-1980s, when there was a “dirty war,” that described the disappeared in the last 
Argentine military coup and a “clean war” in the Southern Atlantic conflict (1982) between Argentina and Great Britain. 
The class will debate the role of literature and cinema in the national memory. Finally, through the figure of the 
“cartonero,” it will center on the 2001 crisis and analyze the implications that this crisis has on the idea of people (pueblo). 

9937 - International Marketing 

Notwithstanding Marketing concepts could be precisely defined, a worldwide application implies a mandatory translation 
to make it suitable for the international environment. This translation has to be performed in the right language, which 
includes several variables other than language itself. Region by region, we will find different cultures, economies, 
development in all senses, consumer trends, distribution channels, communication styles, logistic capabilities and more. 
It is the goal of this course to comprehend this complexity involved in the proper practice of International Marketing. 

Learning outcomes: 

• Understand the main variables involved in Global Economy 
• Understand the main variables to consider regarding Cultural / Regional differences 
• Comprehend the key factors to consider in International Business 
• Be able to analyze Marketing concepts in the International environment 
• Develop capabilities in drafting an International Marketing Plan 

 

 

https://www.utdt.edu/download.php?fname=_154532948557340000.pdf
https://www.utdt.edu/download.php?fname=_154532940098999200.pdf
https://www.utdt.edu/download.php?fname=_154532955358604400.pdf


9952 - Current Topics of Human Rights Through Film 

Global debates about the place that human rights actually have in the current liberal order are drawing renewed attention 
to issues of inequality. In Latin America, the formation of new social movements helped make geopolitical, economic, and 
social inequalities not only visible but crucial in the local political arena. This course studies current topics of human rights 
through Latin American films of the past two decades. Questions regarding the legalization of abortion, issues of 
feminism, gender and sexual dissidence, native peoples, extractivism, race, migration, access to food, housing, work, and 
education, will all be analyzed as they appear in fictional and documentary films from Argentina, Brasil, Perú, and 
México. Based on the notion that cultural objects give visibility to and participate in social debates, this 
course looks at films not as mere representations of an alleged exterior reality but as part of the public conversation and, 
as such, in relation to other social, political, and artistic discursivities. Thus, this course aims to trigger discussions that 
help understand how films have the potentiality to shape our understanding and, even, change social imaginaries 
regarding these charged topics. 

Class participation and discussion are essential in this course. Students must come to class prepared, having previously 
read and analyzed the texts.  

Evaluation  

Attendance, Preparedness, and Participation 25 % 

Oral Presentations 25% 

Exams and Written Assignments 50 % 

Class participation  

Students are expected to actively participate and engage in class discussions. Classes will be dynamic and interactive and 
materials listed below should be read BEFORE each class.  

4361 - Career Management 

Unit I- Career: definitions and variables related to the study of careers. Careers and time (lineal careers vs career cycles). 
Careers and context (traditional careers vs boundaryless/ protean/ intelligent careers). Careers and actors. 

Unit II - Individual career management. Components of the process: internal (career exploration and career planning) 
and external focus activities. Career success measures: objective and subjective. Career success and national cultures. 
Career adaptability. Career transitions. 

Unit III- Organizational career management.  Internal labor markets. Organizational career management strategies and 
tools aligned to the definition of talent as exclusive or inclusive. Assignmentology. Succession plans vs Talent pools.  
Developmental relationships: coaching and mentoring. Career conversations. Corporate development programs: Young 
Professionals and Interns. Senior worker career interventions. Learning on the job. Objective career success predictors 
and human capital theory: implications for individuals and organizations. 

Unit IV- Other variables impacting careers. Careers and luck (happenstance). Careers and economic cycles. Careers and 
family. Dual careers.  

https://www.utdt.edu/download.php?fname=_154532931026619000.pdf


Teaching Methods: Learning will be through the following methods: lectures, interactive exercises in-class, and analyses 
of case studies. 

4362 - Information for Managerial Decisions 

This course teaches the fundamentals of financial accounting and gives and introduction to managerial accounting.  The 
objective is to make students conversant as users of financial statements, the aim is not to make them accountants but to 
equip them with abilities to question one. Students will learn accounting principles, the format and purpose of financial 
statements, how to analyze financial statements, and calculate and interpret critical ratios as well as the role of managerial 
accounting in gathering and reporting costs to meet management’s information needs. 
 
After completion of this course students should be able to: 

- Understand financial reporting process, how financial statements are put together, how accounts can be prepared 
and interpreted. 

- Interpret financial reports, construct measures of financial performance and analyze the reporting choices made by 
companies  

- Evaluate a company's financial position and operating performance through financial ratios. 
- Use the statement of cash flows to evaluate the financial health and life-cycle stage of a business. 
- Apply management accounting tools to understand patterns of cost behavior and cost structures of a business. 

 

9932 - Current Political Issues of Latin America 

This course is a multidisciplinary introduction to Latin America. Its objective is to enhance students’ understanding of the 
region’s current issues and debates by exploring the historical, political, cultural and economic processes that have shaped 
it in the past, and continue to do so. The course will provide historical context, yet throughout the semester we will also 
be asking and answering trenchant questions about how the past still influences the current political issues and challenges 
that the region faces. We will also emphasize how the region (always anxious to successfully insert itself in the world) 
imported ideologies from abroad (liberalism, positivism, marxism, corporatism) and how those intellectual debates 
shaped the political process. Finally, we will also look at how all this influenced the cultural landscape. Economics, politics, 
history and culture will then be important building blocks in this course. By the end of the semester, students are expected 
to have fostered a critical and analytical thinking about Latin American politics and development.   

3303 – Decision Theory 

Decision Theory is an applied course. Our goal is to provide you with the basic tools of theory and to identify real-life 
situations in which these tools might be useful. We will present the theoretical tools in an abstract way, but they will be 
accompanied by case studies, examples and practical experiments, emphasizing their application in the real world.  
In this course, we will see how this emerging science can provide us with tools to better manage risk, make decisions in 
teams, evaluate consultant decisions, and influence consumer behavior. 

 

9931 – Origins and Development of the Peronist Movement in Argentina: History, Politics and Public Opinion 

The course begins with an introduction to the Argentine history of the 19th and 20th centuries. The objective of this 
introduction is to identify some key concepts to understand Peronism in the context of the postwar period. Then the 



political system and the origins of Peronism are analyzed, including the three governments led by its main figure, Juan 
Domingo Perón. The course closes with an examination of the political and ideological scenario that includes the rapid 
changes in orientation adopted by the Peronist movement. The last part is examined in the light of public opinion studies 
related to Peronism in Argentina. 

Research Seminar in International Law  

This seminar will explore contemporary issues in international law by critically engaging with cutting-edge scholarship not 
more than a year old. The dynamics will be those of a closed research seminar in which texts will be discussed and 
dissected in-depth, through organized discussion between all participants. It will include short presentations by students, 
as well as short reaction papers to prepare for class. 

9929 - Latin America and The Cold War a Global History of Radical Ideas, Political Culture and State Repression 

This course will examine the Cold War in Latin American trough a global and historical perspective. The post-World War II 
period has been analyzed by traditional historical and diplomatic approaches as a mere conflict between the United States 
and the Soviet Union. These perspectives focused their explanations on the role of the two superpowers and neglected 
the agency of other social and political actors.  However, this course provides a more complex history of this period by 
recovering the agency of Latin American subjects during these turbulent and violent decades. Since 1959, the Cuban 
revolution has opened a new scenario with regional and global consequences. This course will analyze the cases of 
Argentina, Chile, Nicaragua and Guatemala during the Cold War through the perspectives of cultural, political and social 
history. We will also focus on the agency of radical movements, the role of counterculture, and state violence during this 
period. Gender, racial and class identities will criss-cross the debates of the Cold War. 

Language and Cultural Identity - Intermediate level 

The Argentine Language and Cultural Identity course is designed for Intermediate level Spanish speakers who would like 
to strengthen the four language skills, i.e., reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. 

This course seeks to provide students with the needed language and cultural skills to enable them to effectively 
communicate in daily life circumstances as well as deepen their understanding of the Argentine culture and identity. 

Through a wide range of communicative and cultural activities, this course helps advance fluency and linguistic 
sophistication. It includes a wide variety of topics ranging from Native Argentine legends, Argentine customs, social 
movements, politics, religion, and literature among others. Focus will be on the development of oral expression and the 
introduction to more complex forms of writing (e.g., composition and essays). 
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